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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an algorithm for solving the multi-objective reactive power dispatch problem in a power system. Modal
analysis of the system is used for static voltage stability assessment. Loss minimization and maximization of voltage stability
margin are taken as the objectives. Generator terminal voltages, reactive power generation of the capacitor banks and tap
changing transformer setting are taken as the optimization variables. Evolutionary algorithm and Swarm Intelligence algorithm
(EA, SI), a part of Bio inspired optimization algorithm, have been widely used to solve numerous optimization problem in various
science and engineering domains. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population-based swarm intelligence algorithm that
shares many similarities with evolutionary computation techniques. However, the PSO is driven by the simulation of a social
psychological metaphor motivated by collective behaviours of bird and other social organisms instead of the survival of the
fittest individualIn this paper we proposed a hybrid restarted simulated annealing particle swarm optimization (RSAPSO)
technique to find global minima more efficiently and robustly. The proposed RSAPSO combines the global search ability of PSO
and the local search ability of RSA, and offsets the weaknesses of each other. In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm, it has
been tested on IEEE 30 bus system and compared to other algorithms reported those before in literature. Results show that
(RSAPSO) is more efficient than others for solution of single-objective ORPD problem.
Keywords: global search, local search, simulated annealing, particle swarm optimization, optimal reactive power, Transmission
1. INTRODUCTION
Optimal reactive power dispatch problem is one of the difficult
optimization problems in power systems. The sources of the
reactive power are the generators, synchronous condensers,
capacitors, static compensators and tap changing
transformers. The problem that has to be solved in a reactive
power optimization is to determine the required reactive
generation at various locations so as to optimize the objective
function. Here the reactive power dispatch problem involves
best utilization of the existing generator bus voltage
magnitudes, transformer tap setting and the output of reactive
power sources so as to minimize the loss and to enhance the
voltage stability of the system. It involves a non linear
optimization problem. Various mathematical techniques have
been adopted to solve this optimal reactive power dispatch
problem. These include the gradient method [1, 2], Newton
method [3] and linear programming [4-7].The gradient and
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Newton methods suffer from the difficulty in handling
inequality constraints. To apply linear programming, the
input- output function is to be expressed as a set of linear
functions which may lead to loss of accuracy. Recently Global
Optimization techniques such as genetic algorithms have been
proposed to solve the reactive power flow problem [8.9].
In recent years, the problem of voltage stability and voltage
collapse has become a major concern in power system
planning and operation. To enhance the voltage stability,
voltage magnitudes alone will not be a reliable indicator of
how far an operating point is from the collapse point [10]. The
reactive power support and voltage problems are intrinsically
related. Hence, this paper formulates the reactive power
dispatch as a multi-objective optimization problem with loss
minimization and maximization of static voltage stability
margin (SVSM) as the objectives. Voltage stability evaluation
using modal analysis [10] is used as the indicator of voltage
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stability. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a
computational method that optimizes a problem by iteratively
trying to improve a candidate solution with regard to a given
measure of quality [11]. It is commonly known as meta
heuristic method as it makes few or no assumptions about the
problem being optimized and can search very large spaces of
candidate solutions. PSO does not use the gradient of the
problem being optimized, which means PSO does not require
for the optimization problem to be differentiable as is
required by classic optimization methods such as gradient
descent and quasi-Newton methods. PSO can therefore also
be used on optimization problems that are partially irregular,
noisy, adaptive, etc [12]. PSO is widely applied in various
fields. Lin et al. [13] proposed an immune PSO with functional
link based neuro-fuzzy network for image backlight
compensation. Fan et al. [14] integrates the PSO and entropy
matching estimator to seek the optimal parameter of the
generalized Gaussian distribution mixture model. Zahara et
al. [15] used PSO to obtain the optimal thresholding of
multilevel image segmentation. Zhang et al. [16] proposed an
adaptive chaotic PSO for magnetic resonance brain image
classification. Samanta et al. [17] integrated PSO to artificial
neural networks (ANN) and support vector machine (SVM)
for machinery fault detection, and demonstrated the results
of PSO is superior to the ones of genetic algorithm. Zhang et
al. [18] proposed a neural network by PSO for remote-sensing
image classification. Unfortunately, PSO is easy to be trapped
into local minima and its calculation efficiency is low. In the
worst case, when the best solution found by the group and the
particles are all located at the same local minimum, it is almost
impossible for particles to jump out and do further searching
due to the velocity update equation [19]. The reason lies in
the fact that PSO is powerful of global search but weak on local
search. Therefore, our strategy is to introduce in a local search
which is applied during each update cycle. In this study,
simulated annealing (SA) was chosen as the local search
method. SA comes from annealing in metallurgy [20], a
technique involving heating and controlled cooling of a
material to increase the size of its crystals and reduce their
defects [21]. The heat causes the atoms to become unstuck
from their initial positions (a local minimum of the internal
energy) and wander randomly through states of higher
energy; the slow cooling gives them more chances of finding
configurations with lower internal energy than the initial one
[22]. Moreover, we introduced in the restarted simulated
annealing (RSA) technique to improve the performance of SA.
The hybrid algorithm combines both global search provided
by PSO and local search provided by RSA [23]. The
performance of (RSAPSO) has been evaluated in standard
IEEE 30 bus test system and the results analysis shows that
our proposed approach outperforms all approaches
investigated in this paper. The performance of (RSAPSO) has
been evaluated in standard IEEE 30 bus test system and the
results analysis shows that our proposed approach
outperforms all approaches investigated in this paper.
VOLTAGE STABILITY EVALUATION
A.
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stability analysis is done by computing eigen values and right
and left eigen vectors of a jacobian matrix. It identifies the
critical areas of voltage stability and provides information
about the best actions to be taken for the improvement of
system stability enhancements. The linearized steady state
system power flow equations are given by.

Where
ΔP = Incremental change in bus real power.
ΔQ = Incremental change in bus reactive
Power injection
ΔƟ = incremental change in bus voltage angle.
ΔV = Incremental change in bus voltage Magnitude
JpƟ, J PV , J QƟ , J QV jacobian matrix are the sub-matrixes of
the System voltage stability is affected by both P and Q.
However at each operating point we keep P constant and
evaluate voltage stability by considering incremental
relationship between Q and V.
To reduce (1), let ΔP = 0 , then.

Where

JR is called the reduced Jacobian matrix of the system.
B. Modes of Voltage instability:
Voltage Stability characteristics of the system can be identified
by computing the eigen values and eigen vectors.
Let

Where,
= right eigenvector matrix of JR
= left eigenvector matrix of JR
⋀ = diagonal eigen value matrix of JR and

Modal analysis for voltage stability evaluation

Modal analysis is one of the methods for voltage stability
enhancement in power systems. In this method, voltage

From (3) and (6), we have
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Or

Where ξi is the ith column right eigenvector and ƞ the ith
row left eigenvector of JR.
λi is the ith eigen value of JR.
The ith modal reactive power variation is,
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The objectives of the reactive power dispatch problem
considered here is to minimize the system real power loss and
maximize the static voltage stability margins (SVSM). This
objective is achieved by proper adjustment of reactive power
variables like generator voltage magnitude ( gi ) V , reactive
power generation of capacitor bank (Qci), and transformer
tap setting (tk).Power flow equations are the equality
constraints of the problems, while the inequality constraints
include the limits on real and reactive power generation, bus
voltage magnitudes, transformer tap positions and line flows.
A. Minimization of Real Power Loss
It is aimed in this objective that minimizing of the real power
loss (Ploss) in transmission lines of a power system. This is
mathematically stated as follows.

Where,
Where n is the number of transmission lines, gk is the
conductance of branch k, Vi and Vj are voltage magnitude at
bus i and bus j, and θij is the voltage angle difference between
bus i and bus j.

Where,
ξji is the jth element of ξi
The corresponding ith modal voltage variation is

B. Minimization of Voltage Deviation
It is aimed in this objective that minimizing of the Deviations
in voltage magnitudes (VD) at load buses. This is
mathematically stated as follows.
Minimize VD =

It is seen that, when the reactive power variation is along the
direction of ξi the corresponding voltage variation is also
along the same direction and magnitude is amplified by a
factor which is equal to the magnitude of the inverse of the
ith eigen value. In this sense, the magnitude of each eigen
value λi determines the weakness of the corresponding modal
voltage. The smaller the magnitude of λi, the weaker will
be the corresponding modal voltage. If | λi | =0 the ith
modal voltage will collapse because any change in that modal
reactive power will cause infinite modal voltage variation.
In (8), let ΔQ = ek where ek has all its elements zero except
the kth one being 1. Then,

Where nl is the number of load busses and Vk is the voltage
magnitude at bus k.
C.

System Constraints

In the minimization process of objective functions, some
problem constraints which one is equality and others are
inequality had to be met. Objective functions are subjected to
these constraints shown below.
Load flow equality constraints:

K the element of

V -Q sensitivity at bus k

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

where, nb is the number of buses, PG and QG are the real and
reactive power of the generator, PD and QD are the real and
reactive load of the generator, and Gij and Bij are the mutual
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conductance and susceptance between bus i and bus j.
Generator bus voltage (VGi) inequality constraint:
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The basic formulas are as follows:

Load bus voltage (VLi) inequality constraint:

Switchable reactive power compensations (QCi) inequality
constraint:

Reactive power generation (QGi) inequality constraint:

Transformers tap setting (Ti) inequality constraint:

Where, C1 & C2 : Speeding coefficient, adjusting the maxim
step length that flying the best particle in whole situation and
the individual best particle respectively. Appropriate C1 and
C2 speed up the convergence and avoid falling into partial
optimality r1&r2: Random number between 0 and 1, for
controlling the weight of speed W: Inertia factor. It was
oriented toward overall searching. The population of particles
is then moved according to (24) and (25), and tends to cluster
together from different directions. However, a maximum
velocity vmax, should not be exceeded by any particle to keep
the search within a meaningful solution space. The PSO
algorithm runs through these processes iteratively until the
termination criterion is satisfied [24].
V. RESTARTED SIMULATED ANNEALING

Transmission line flow (SLi) inequality constraint:

Where, nc, ng and nt are numbers of the switchable reactive
power sources, generators and transformers.
IV. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
PSO is a population based stochastic optimization technique,
which simulates the social behaviour of a swarm of bird,
flocking bees, and fish schooling. By randomly initializing the
algorithm with candidate solutions, the PSO successfully leads
to a global optimum. This is achieved by an iterative
procedure based on the processes of movement and
intelligence in an evolutionary system.
The optimal algorithm of basic particle swarm:
Supposing in the D-dimensional objects searching space, there
is a community composed of N particle. The "I" particle
represent a D-dimensional vector,
Xi = (Xi1 , Xi2 ,..Xid) It means that the "i" particle represents its
position in this space. Every position of particle "X" is a
potential solution. If we put "x" into objective function, we can
know the adaptive value. We can know whether the "x" is the
optimal answer based on the adaptive value. The speed of
particle is also a D-dimensional, it also recorded as vi = (vi1 ,
vi2 ,..vid). We record the particle I to the h times, the optimal
position was Pi = (Pi1, Pi2 ,..Pid). All the particles to the h times,
the optimal position was Pgd = (Pi1 , Pi2 ,..Pid).

The SA algorithm is a probabilistic hill-climbing technique
that is based on the annealing/cooling process of metals [25].
This annealing process occurs after the heat source is
removed from a molten metal and its temperature starts to
decrease. At each temperature level the energy of the metal
molecules reduces, and the metal becomes more rigid. The
procedure continues until the metal temperature has reached
the surrounding ambient temperature, at which stage the
energy has reached its lowest value and the metal is perfectly
solid [26]. The SA procedure begins by generating an initial
solution at random. At initial stages, a small random change
is made in the current solution Xc. The new solution is called
Xn. The perturbation depends on a temperate parameter T,
and a scaling constant k.

Here r3 is a random value between 0 and 1 with uniform
distribution. The temperature T decreases with each iteration
of the algorithm, thus reducing the size of the perturbations
as the search progresses. This mechanism produces large
perturbation in the initial stages of the search and ensures
that the resulting parameters are fine tuned towards the end
of the optimization [27].
A move is made to the new solution Xn if it has better energy
F or if the probability function has a higher value than a
randomly generated number. Otherwise a new solution is
generated, evaluated and compared again. The probability p
of accepting a new solution Xn which called "Metropolis law"
is given as follows:
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In order to avoid getting trapped at local extreme points, the
reduction rate of T should be slow enough. In this study the
following method to reduce the temperature has been used:
Here T0 is the initial temperature, β is the reduction constant,
and n is the number of iterations. In total, most worsening
moves may be accepted at initial stages, but at the final stage
only improving ones are likely to be allowed. This can help
the procedure jump out of a local minimum. However,
sometimes it is better to move back to a former solution that
was significantly better rather than always moving from the
current state. This process is called "restarting" of SA [28]. To
do this we set the temperature to a former value and restart
the annealing schedule. The decision to restart can be based
on several criteria, including whether a fixed number of steps
had passed, whether the current energy being too high from
the best obtained so far, or randomly restart. In this paper,
we restart the SA when the current energy is too high from
the best energy because it performs best among all criterions
[29].

VI. HYBRID RSAPSO TECHNIQUE
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TABLE 1. VOLTAGE STABILITY UNDER CONTINGENCY STATE
Vscrpd
Sl.No Contingency ORPD Setting
Setting
1
28-27
0.14
0.1422
2
4-12
0.1658
0.1662
3
1-3
0.1784
0.1754
4
2-4
0.2012
0.2032
TABLE 2. LIMIT VIOLATION CHECKING OF STATE VARIABLES
limits
State
ORPD
VSCRPD
variables Lower upper
Q1
-20
152
1.3422
-1.3269
Q2
-20
61
8.99
9.8232
Q5
-15 49.92
25.92
26.001
Q8
-10 63.52
38.82
40.802
Q11
-15
42
2.93
5.002
Q13
-15
48
8.1025
6.033
V3
0.95
1.05
1.0372
1.0392
V4
0.95
1.05
1.0307
1.0328
V6
0.95
1.05
1.0282
1.0298
V7
0.95
1.05
1.0101
1.0152
V9
0.95
1.05
1.0462
1.0412
V10
0.95
1.05
1.0482
1.0498
V12
0.95
1.05
1.04
1.0466
V14
0.95
1.05
1.0474
1.0443

Traditional PSO algorithm suffers from getting trapped at the
early stage. On the other side, RSA accepts a worse solution
so it can escape from local point, resist earliness convergence,
and increase the diversity of PSO [12]. Therefore, a new hybrid
strategy was proposed which is referred to as RSAPSO. The
proposed algorithm makes full use of the exploration ability
both of PSO and of RSA and offsets the weaknesses of each
other.

V15

0.95

1.05

1.0457

1.0413

V16

0.95

1.05

1.0426

1.0405

V17

0.95

1.05

1.0382

1.0396

V18

0.95

1.05

1.0392

1.04

V19

0.95

1.05

1.0381

1.0394

V20

0.95

1.05

1.0112

1.0194

RSAPSO Algorithm for reactive power dispatch problem:

V21

0.95

1.05

1.0435

1.0243

V22

0.95

1.05

1.0448

1.0396

V23

0.95

1.05

1.0472

1.0372

V24

0.95

1.05

1.0484

1.0372

V25

0.95

1.05

1.0142

1.0192

V26

0.95

1.05

1.0494

1.0422

V27

0.95

1.05

1.0472

1.0452

Step 1 Initialize the population randomly;
Step 2 Evaluate each particle's fitness function f;
Step 3 Halve the population randomly: one half was updated
by PSO as the formula (24)(25), the other half was updated
by SA as the formula (26)(27)(28);
Step 4 Repeat Step 2 and Step 3 until the termination criteria
were satisfied;
Step 5 Output the final results.

V28

0.95

1.05

1.0243

1.0283

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

V29

0.95

1.05

1.0439

1.0419

The validity of the proposed Algorithm technique is
demonstrated on IEEE-30 bus system. The IEEE-30 bus
system has 6 generator buses, 24 load buses and 41
transmission lines of which four branches are (6-9), (6-10) ,
(4-12) and (28-27) - are with the tap setting transformers.
The real power settings are taken from [1]. The lower voltage
magnitude limits at all buses are 0.95 p.u. and the upper limits
are 1.1 for all the PV buses and 1.05 p.u. for all the PQ buses
and the reference bus.

V30

0.95

1.05

1.0418

1.0397

TABLE 3. COMPARISON OF REAL POWER LOSS
Method

Minimum loss

Evolutionary programming[30]

5.0159

Genetic algorithm[31]

4.665
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Minimum loss

Real coded GA with Lindex as SVSM[32]

4.568

Real coded genetic algorithm[33]
Proposed RSAPSO method

4.5015
4.1163

VIII.

CONCLUSION

In this paper a novel approach RSAPSO algorithm used to
solve optimal reactive power dispatch problem, considering
various generator constraints, has been successfully
applied.The performance of the proposed algorithm
demonstrated through its voltage stability assessment by
modal analysis is effective at various instants following
system contingencies. Also this method has a good
performance for voltage stability Enhancement of large,
complex power system networks. The effectiveness of the
proposed method is demonstrated on IEEE 30-bus system.
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